edge. By comparison with secondary-ion mass spectroscopy measurements of the Cr concentration, and recent EPR measurements of the Cr~+, Cr3+, and Cr4+ concentration in several samples, it is shown unambiguously that this energy describes the Cr4+ -Cr3+ transition. This is the first conclusive evidence for a charge-state transition involving Cr4+ in GaAs.
PACS numbers: 72.20.My, 71.55.Fr
The discovery, in 1964, that Cr doping could make GaAs semi-insulating (SI)' has stimulated numerous investigations of this system. Evidence suggests that the Cr enters the lattice on a Ga site, using three of its outer-shell electrons for tetrahedral bonding. Thus, in the EPR notation, the neutral configuration is Cr"(3d'), but a donor state Cr"(3d'), and two acceptor states, Cr"(d') and Cr"(d'), have also been observed. ' ' The transitions between these states are, naturally, of high importance, from both practica1. and academic points of view. Of the three possible transitions involving the addition of an electron from the valence band, only the Cr" -Cr" case has been extensively studied, by both electrical (thermal) (3) can be ignored. Then, by using the ionization energies, E(4+ -3+)= -E, = e, -e, = e"and E(3+ -2+)=-E, = e, -e "and also p=N, exp(-e~/kT ), we get 
with respect to the valence-band edge. For sample 781/5, which was a small chip from near the wafer edge, the accuracy is poorer, because of more data scatter. However, the results are consistent, as seen in Table I . We may note that a significantly poorer fit was obtained for both samples by attempting to linearize the temperature variation of E, with respect to the conduction-band edge, rather 
